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Introduction

Homer’s The Odyssey¹ is a tale of adventure, and endurance. Its goal was very clear, driving Odysseus and his men to solve a multiplicity of problems. My contention is that the full flowering of rehabilitation practice and research are similarly important aims driving on their proponents, to the considerable benefit of the health service. The goal is the proper practice of rehabilitation accessible to all who need it, with practice based on sound research.

The modern NHS will be less and less about the cure of isolated disease episodes, and more and more about the amelioration of chronic disease. To plan services effectively, it is therefore useful to:

- have some knowledge of the population who will need rehabilitation services in 2010
- briefly survey advances and difficulties of the last decade
- appraise current research needs and opportunities
- identify barriers to the translation of research into practice.

This is therefore the content of this paper.

The population who will need rehabilitation in 2010

The life expectancy of a baby born now in the UK is 75 years for a boy, and 80 years for a girl. This includes some five years lived with disability, ie 7% of the total lifespan.⁴

In many parts of the world the situation is dramatically different. For instance in Zimbabwe, life expectancy is 40 years and falling. The expectation of years of disability is much the same (seven years) but the proportion of life with disability approaches 19%. In places like India, the burden of AIDS may be lower, but that of ageing is not. In both richer and poorer worlds, demographic factors point to the need for rehabilitation and alleviation of disability. However, many of these countries have more immediate problems, so rehabilitation is poorly developed and services across populations are rarely coordinated.

The above hotly debated WHO figures tell us little about the nature of disability or service response, although we know something of both of these in the UK. However, they suggest that there is merit in doing what Callahan sees as important: ‘Give the “compression of morbidity” a research status equivalent to that now given to the prolongation of life’.⁵

UK epidemiology of disability

From the Office of Population, Censuses and Surveys figures, now almost 20 years old, we know that disability affects one in eight of our population and its prevalence climbs steeply over the age of 50 years to reach very high levels in the very elderly.⁶

There are several important, mostly younger, groups which we should be aware of. An important cohort, now of pensionable age, is that with the ‘postpolio syndrome’. This needs to be more widely recognised, being partially amenable to interventions.⁷ There are several other groups in those of working age, which are discussed below.

Disability in those of working age

The major causes of adult disability are two fluctuant and progressive conditions: inflammatory arthritis and multiple sclerosis. In addition, there are a significant number of people who have a variety of rare, mainly degenerative, neurological conditions requiring similar interventions. Some of these present in childhood. One such is spina bifida. In 1988, when we founded a specialist community rehabilitation team for young physically disabled adults negotiating transition from childhood to adulthood, these people were major clients. Now we hear little of them in health service terms though we may expect premature ageing. Another cohort, some 10 years older, is of those with thalidomide-induced impairments. There are only about 400 people affected in the UK but already they are experiencing musculoskeletal limitations and pain.

But the largest group is of those with cerebral palsy. Hutton, in the north east of England, studied...
those born in 1960–90. The majority attained adulthood, though more than one-third of those with severe disability (mainly cognitive and motor) died before the age of 30. Stevenson highlighted their need for transition services. Although there are improvements in transition arrangements in education and social services, few health-based services are available to deal with these people’s rehabilitation needs as they attempt to become mature adults, to work, to be relatively independent and use health services effectively. They do not require a disease-specific service; they need access to a generic, community-based rehabilitation team. Paediatricians, who are exercised by their disabled children leaving their service, need to be made aware of what these teams can do.

Very small babies (born around 20–24 weeks) are now surviving, sometimes at heavy cost and with major disability. Doyle showed that of children with a birth weight below 1000 g, at 14 years, of the 25% who survived, 29% were moderately or severely disabled compared with the 2% of those of normal birth weight. Trauma costs the UK a great deal of money. The Royal College of Surgeons of England and the British Orthopaedic Association, in their report, Better care for the severely injured, put the cost of severe injury at £1.2 billion to the health and social services. It was stated in a newspaper article related to this report that 10,000 children are left permanently disabled after accidents but hard information is sparse, especially about the nature of sequelae or whether these children receive adequate rehabilitation. A recent paper by Sturms in Holland concludes that traffic accidents are a major cause of severe residual disability and states ‘outcome of non-fatal injuries in terms of disabilities needs more attention.’

One of the traditional responses to disability in adults of working age in the UK used to be a countrywide network of medical rehabilitation centres where those with disability could be assessed, and receive therapy. Assessment, including vocational rehabilitation, took place over weeks, as physical and skill abilities changed. This service could be followed by employment rehabilitation where clinical input continued to be available. In the most innovative development, at Garston Manor, medical rehabilitation took place alongside employment rehabilitation with great benefit to the individual and increased understanding in staff of both medical and employment services.

Today all 25 specialist centres described by Mattingley have gone; resettlement officers no longer exist; information on patients’ work assessments done by a disability services team cannot be passed to a rehabilitation physician or therapist as of right, and we have a large number of people going on to Incapacity Benefit and few coming off (for every 200 going on, only ten come off). The recent British Society of Rehabilitation Medicine (BSRM) document, the Trade Union Congress and the Association of British Insurers all highlight the same inadequate health services response. There is probably a short window of opportunity after the beginning of sickness absence, up to six months (at which time Incapacity Benefit can be awarded), when vocational rehabilitation is maximally effective.

Yet a survey quoted in the BSRM document stated that organisations of and for disabled people saw the NHS as unable to respond to this need for urgent work-focused intervention. They cited long waiting times to see consultants, to obtain investigations and to begin rehabilitation; overall an approach that was often inadequate and inflexible.

The situation appears to be similar for the staff of the NHS. Pattani showed great loss of staff through early retirement, apparently with little attempt at finding more appropriate work.

The population at risk is probably large. Lerner questioned 940 employed people and found that 19.3% were limited in performing physical work, 24.6% in responding to psychosocial demands and 13% had difficulties in the ambient work environment.

Finally, increasingly sophisticated surgical interventions will need to be maximised by rehabilitation. The author knows of no estimates of projected need.

In summary, in the next decade, those who will need rehabilitation services will be not only the elderly but also those of working age who have experienced trauma, work loss, complex health interventions or who have complex disabilities.

How far have we laid the foundations for an adequate response to these needs?

The advances and difficulties of the last two decades

Advances have been substantial. A stream of legislation has improved the social and political climate for disabled people; and the physical barriers to participation, whilst still major, have been reduced. Several policy documents from medical organisations and from the Royal College of Physicians have helped (see Table 1).

Whilst rehabilitation was practised by doctors in the UK before 1984, the establishment of the British Society of Rehabilitation Medicine (previously the Medical Disability
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**Table 1. Some important legislation and policy documents which have helped disabled individuals.**

- Chronic Sick and Disabled Persons Act 1970
- NHS and Community Care Act 1990
- Children Act 1989
- Disability Discrimination Act 1995
- Rehabilitation of Disabled People (Council of Europe)
- BSRM policy statements (Advice to purchaser, Multiple sclerosis etc)
Society) in 1990 and the recognition of rehabilitation medicine as a separate specialty within the Royal College of Physicians have been of considerable importance. The specialty has grown rapidly and now has some 116 whole-time employed consultants and a well-structured training programme. But given the work to be done (each consultant should serve a population of 180,000) many more trainees are required.

These consultants have put in many new services, many evaluated, for people aged mainly 16–65 years. The model of a network of services which we have developed in Leeds is probably widely applicable to regions with a mainly urbanised population (Fig 1) but lacks fully developed vocational rehabilitation. The development of innovative practice was considerably helped by pump-priming monies from what was then the Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, just as the development of rehabilitation research teams was greatly facilitated by dedicated central NHS research and development funding. Sadly this no longer exists.

The development of rehabilitation services owes much to Warren’s pioneering work in geriatrics. Mulley quotes the dramatic effects she had on the occupancy of innumerable beds by older people with chronic conditions (the effect was so large that controlled study was quite unnecessary). Sadly, whilst Mulley wrote of the more recent successes of rehabilitation, both Ebrahim and Young have expressed anxieties. The odyssey of developing effective rehabilitation services for older and for younger people is not without setbacks.

Whilst the practice of rehabilitation is now acknowledged to be effective in the areas studied, progress is now more likely to come from the assessment of specific interventions than from the evaluation of global packages of rehabilitation. Many interventions need to be rigorously assessed. Progress in research will be slowed by lack of finances and clinically by the shortage of therapists. Odysseus encountered many hazards, many rocky places. These are all too evident in the funding of research which is rarely sustained, as in cancer research, giving experienced teams time to exploit their abilities fully.

The McColl Report of 1986 highlighted the deficiencies of the limb-fitting services, and recommended that it be brought into the NHS. This has been done, for the most part well, so that the recent National Audit Commission’s report, Fully equipped, found few major faults. It points instead to other areas needing improvement. Over one million people in the community use equipment, yet investment in these services is low and there are major problems of coordination and organisation. Our English orthotics services were described in the same document as

---

**Key Points**

- Rehabilitation practice has seen many advances in the last 20 years in terms of service provision, technology, understanding of neuroplasticity and measurement.
- The principal loss of service is in vocational rehabilitation.
- The principal demographic factors for the decade will include ageing, specific cohorts such as those with cerebral palsy and small, disabled babies surviving into adult life, trauma and work incapacity.
- Rehabilitation is effective but major sustained research programmes are needed to provide the evidence base for continued progress.

---

**Fig 1. A model of city-wide rehabilitation services.**

IP = inpatient; OP = outpatient; TBI = traumatic brain injury. Note: no arrows have been used as all services are accessible whatever the route of entry to the network (provided admission criteria are met).
‘rudderless’ and uncoordinated, with long waiting times and little clinical audit. Yet these services are capable of delivering what is greatly needed: high quality provision at low cost. It is probably not unrelated that little research funding or expertise exists in this area.

One of the problems of this and other services may be a widespread failure to appreciate that complex rehabilitation services which cross agency boundaries need members of these teams to have come from all relevant services. In addition, a senior clinician needs to work with a single senior manager.

In summary, the rocks on which rehabilitation founders include shortage of staff, poor structures, low levels of technical investment and lack of audit and research.

Technology

External to the NHS, but potentially having a great bearing on demands for NHS support, much can (and needs to) be done. Smart housing and better communication systems with disabled people living at home have the largely unexplored potential to reduce admissions and institutionalisation.

Within the NHS, other promising initiatives include improved prostheses, sophisticated external and internal controlling devices and possibly robotics.

Prosthetic advances have been major. We have intelligent joints, much improved cosmesis and attempts, such as Gow’s pro-digits, to deal with the lack of sensation and feedback of upper limb prostheses. The modular Campbell Aird arm is on trial though admittedly only in two persons and investment in this area is low.

There have been significant advances in environmental controls, assistive and communication technology. Yet prescription is circumscribed and there is some evidence that many more, often older, people could benefit from relatively simple technology. Again, research is limited.

Swain and colleagues have produced two external stimulators of movement, in paraplegia and hemiplegia; the former requires complex computerised programming; the latter is simpler. Stimulation of dorsiflexion of the foot is proven effective yet only a small proportion of hemiplegic subjects receive it. As its cost is of the same magnitude as a prescription of a new antibiotic, why is this? Perhaps it relates to the R&D and prescription loop in the service. In commerce this is a simple circle with client demands and the market driving change (as with cars). In the NHS, the link between user or professional and the development of a better product seems more tenuous. The Audit Commission asserts that equipment services are locked in a vicious circle (Fig 2).

Internally controlled devices have been well reviewed by Rushton. A wide range of neuroprostheses are available but their combination with drugs and physical therapy requires further exploration and more routine use of movement analysis and gait laboratories. Robotics seems to some like the land of the lotus-eaters – enticing and diverting. The incorporation of robotics into rehabilitation will be slow as there is little investment in this area. The little research being done does not yet translate into major practical advances.

Neuroplasticity and educational therapy

Rehabilitation is largely a process of retraining or learning new things, often with a damaged nervous system. Neuroplasticity is generally recognised as important in a clinical context and important research work is being done, such as that of Wilson and her team on errorless learning. Yet Shallice, taking soundings from a neuropsychology conference in 2000, found delegates still felt that rehabilitation practice is not driven by theoretical understanding. Many feel that there should be greater application of current educational theory.

Measurement

This is probably one of rehabilitation’s emerging strengths. Accurate, appropriate and sensitive measurement is central to clinical practice and research. Rehabilitation has made considerable advances from a low base and in a difficult area. Turner-Stokes produced for the BSRM a ‘basket’ of measures frequently used in the UK (www.bsrm.co.uk), and Tennant leads...
an EU collaborative group which is doing a similar study in 25 European centres. New measures have been produced and whilst it is easy to be diverted into producing increasing numbers of measures, we do need such things as sensitive measurement of returning cognition after severe brain injury. The Wessex Head Injury Matrix is promising.38

Organisational studies

These may seem duller but they are of the greatest importance. Few drug studies show an effect of the size of the improvement of mortality and morbidity which results when care is organised in stroke units.39 These studies are usually quoted in arguments for better stroke services, but they are probably a generic argument for the power of organisation. Our recent study of dedicated young adult services versus ad hoc services in four cities showed that the organised services cost no more than the disorganised ones but enabled some three times as many young people to participate in society.40,41 However, the organisation of rehabilitation has to be such that services are equitable for those with rare disorders: in the much needed development of stroke services, those with non-stroke neurological disability must not be left without provision.

Conclusion

Major advances have occurred in many areas – in prosthetics, in control devices of many sorts, in measurement and in organisation of services. But advances are not uniform in the many rehabilitation fields associated with chronic disease. Until research and clinical investment are commensurate with need, the disparity between potential outcome and reality will remain great. Many people in the UK do not get access to many of the advances outlined above. The continued development of academic rehabilitation research made in the last decade is threatened by lack of coherent funding. Too few clinical researchers work with senior scientists on permanent contracts and too much reliance is placed on those with short contracts to maximise the skills and data held in these departments: critical mass needs to be enhanced. Those with chronic conditions, a major part of the NHS’s business, must be provided with a rapidly enlarging evidence base to drive increasingly effective practice.

The way through

Good rehabilitation practice can address many of the emerging demographic demands outlined above. It can address current needs: Age Concern have stated that rehabilitation is ‘the missing link, the solution to the hospital bed crisis, and to the waiting list dilemma’.42 As important, it can shrink and ameliorate the years of disability we must all expect. Faith in this ability and investment in those who undertake research in this area are the sine qua non of enabling our odyssey to succeed.
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